Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude:  Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

Commander Kerst's team has located the weapon but no signs of the Argollian crystals have been detected.  The huge weapon towers upwards two levels.

They have located the door leading into the lab where about a dozen men are working on the weapon's construction and have disabled one of the men as he exited the lab.  The XO's team is positioned outside the door to the lab in a small, dark stairwell.

Commander Corjet's and Commander Danforth's team has just landed in a muddy heap after sliding down a long and curvy tube-shaped slide.  The teams are totally covered in thick mud.

Captain Pavielion remains on the Erie hidden near Argolla Prime awaiting news from the away teams.  Unbeknownst to Captain Pavielion, Admiral Mitchell is on her way to Argolla Prime aboard the Seahawk after stopping at Kimpac and discovering the crew's whereabouts.

@Team 1
Commander Kerst-Team Leader=Krizra Tarzi
LtJG. Torez=Krizra Martia
LtJG. Sovok=Dr. Palmar Krin

#Team 2 & 3
Commander Danforth-Team Leader=Danfro Lyle
Ensign Thomson-NPC=Krizra Safa
Ensign Rodchester-NPC=Shira Donno

Commander Corjet-Team Leader=Tiraz Randy
Lieutenant Taliza=Taliza Cal
LtJG. Bailey-NPC=Booboo

%USS Seahawk

Cast of Characters

Chad Snyder as CO Commander/Captain Micjoran Pavielion & NPC Shira Donno
Brian Wachendorf as XO Commander P’Dar Kerst
Craig Yoshihara as CTO Commander Christian Danforth
Randy Tirazona as CEO Commander Corjet Randy & TO Bailey
Eric VanSickle as CSO Lieutenant Taliza Cal
Juanita Wilson as CNS LtJG. Alana Torez

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as SC Admiral Valar Mitchell, Seahawk FCO & Lab Technicians 

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Quietly:: CNS: Check him for weapons!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Standing behind the door, moving the downed worker over with her foot::

Host SM_Darlene says:
%::Approaching the Argolla Sector::  <Seahawk FCO> Admiral: We're approaching the Argolla Sector, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Finally stops laughing and gets up:: CTO: Ready to move out? ::Tries wiping the mud off himself then gives up as he just smears it around. Then resets his tricorder for scanning::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Moves to the door hoping not to have to repeat that performance right away::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk FCO: Very well, slow to half impulse and scan for the Erie.  ::Sits down in the command chair::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Stands up and wipes several pounds of mud off of himself::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The disabled man has no weapons on him.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Bends down, searching through his clothing and finds no weapon::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Sorry, Sir, nothing, I guess we will have to re enact our first famous one, two, three punch.

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Can barely breathe.  Hopes the ton of bear on him moves::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Quietly:: CNS: I don't suppose we can pull that trick off another dozen times?

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Helps the CTO up::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Can you sense if anybody else is near the door?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Well, at least let's try again.  Some one of them must carry a weapon we could use.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Scans down the walk way for a way out and also the Executive Officers team::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks around helping the other crewmembers up and looks around their new room::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#CEO: Thanks, Chief.  How did we all end up here together?

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Is beginning to get concerned when scans of the area do not pick up the Erie::  FCO: Continuous scans, the Erie is out here somewhere.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Someone is coming closer...closer.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Smiles:: CTO: The Prophets? ::Giggles a bit:: Not sure really.  We were chased by this massive mob of nasty beetles and then ran into you guys.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Mutters a Romulan curse and sets himself for a repeat performance::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Reach, now! Grab him, Sir!

Shira_Donno says:
#::Looks to where they exited the slide, wonders where they are located::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: One of the other lab technicians inside the weapon's lab hears something through the crack in the door and moves towards the door to check it out.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Comes to, face down in muck::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Thinks about the mass of beetles and shivers::  CEO: I know what you mean.  How far are you on finding the crystals?

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Turns back to the others:: ALL: Well, looks like we're at least headed in the right direction.  ::Turns to the CTO and nods with a shudder as he doesn't like beetles::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Sir, what happened?  ::Wipes the mud from himself::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Grumbles and growls to himself as he's covered in the muck. Then gets a funny urge and rolls around in it for a moment::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks forward a little but still stays near the team wanting to move ahead and check out their new surroundings::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The lab technician moves closer to the door then grabs the doorknob and slams the door shut, locking it.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Draws her hand up as the lab technician comes to the door then holds it mid air as he closes and locks the door::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Hears the door close and latch, mutters::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: Cal? Well, not sure but at least we're away from those nasty beetles and it looks like we're headed in the right direction. ::Shakes his head as he looks to Bailey::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The door is locked and the red light above the door goes out.

CEO_Corjet says:
#Self: Uncontrollable urge? ::Chuckles to himself::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Quietly tries the door::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Hears the CEO and looks up to him then grins and whispers:: CEO: Couldn't help it, it's nice and cool. ::Gets up::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Turns towards CNS:: CNS: Well there goes that plan.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Whispers:: XO: Sir, perhaps we should go back to the observation lounge to see what is going on.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks down the corridor a bit and explores for any other passages, keep within eyesight of the team::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Shrugs::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Follows the CEO's lead on this one.  This mission is becoming more and more bizarre::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Can you read the mind of an unconscious person?

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Follows CEO::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Examines some marks on the wall, guesses that they are merely scratches and keeps looking around the corridor::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Moves over to pick up Bailey and leads them down the walkway::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Looks over at XO, shakes her head::  XO: No that would be an invasion of privacy, besides it is a dangerous thing to do, invading the dreams of others, and I do not practice it.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Is still slowly walking, looks back and sees that the rest of the team has composed themselves and is coming up as well::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: I guess that blow knocked me senseless.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Oh well, we can't leave him here.  Grab his feet.  We’ll take him to that  muddy room and secure him there.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Of course, Sir.  ::Grabs the lab technician’s feet::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Laughs:: CSO: Knocked you senseless? ::Laughs a bit harder:: I was knocked senseless repeatedly... ::Spits:: and force-fed a bunch of that nasty mud.  ::Continues to lead them as he watches the readings from his tricorder::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::With the CNS holding the lab technician’s feet, they slowly make their way back up the stairs, remembering to turn sideways at the appropriate times::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The unconscious lab technician is very heavy.  The XO and CNS have a tough time moving him in the narrow stairwell.

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Takes rear guard and follows the rest of the team.  Looks back with a sigh as he wants to take another mud bath::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Inching slowly in the narrow passage and up the stairs with the technician’s feet in her hands::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Grumbles at himself as he forgot to set it for bio signature readings after entering his log then smiles and continues to lead the teams:: ALL: Looks like they turned up ahead.  Hmm... ::Follows the readings::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks back to the rest of the team as they proceed down the corridor::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The CEO & CTO's teams move down the corridor following the tricorder readings.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Continues to drag heavy tech up the stairs, also tries to listen if anybody is coming down::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Continues following and wondering what will happen next::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Follows behind the CEO::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pauses:: ALL: Looks like they turned down this stairwell.  ::Walks up to it and looks down::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The XO looses his footing and drops the technician on the stairs.  This action throws the CNS off balance and tripping over the technician's body, tumbling down the stairs.

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Bumps into the CSO:: CSO: Oh, sorry.  ::Pauses and turns around, still wishing for another soothing mud bath::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Begins falling backward::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Turns to TO:: Bailey: Bailey!  Don't get me dirtier than I already am!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Curses then slowly goes down to see if Alana is alright::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Presses herself up against the wall to try and stop her plummeting::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<Bailey> ::Looks down with a slight frown:: CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::Whispers to himself:: But it's nice and cool, soothing even.  ::Looks back and makes sure no one is following them::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks with the team and thinks about the time that they have spent down here::  CEO: Sir, ::Pauses:: do you think that they might have been captured or even killed by now?

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#Shira: How are you doing?

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The CEO finds the entrance to the first stairwell and proceeds down the narrow, dark passageway.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Looks to the CTO::  CTO: Just frustrated, Sir.  It seems like we are almost being led on, trapped in a maze.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Turns to Shira:: Shira: Not sure, I hope not.  But what ever happened at least I'm sure they went down this stairwell.  ::Proceeds down the stairs with his tricorder and phaser drawn::

CSO_Taliza says:
#Bailey: It's dirty!  I've lived in muddy conditions most of my time in the Resistance.  I vowed when the occupation ended to never be near mud again!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Are you all right?  ::Helps the CNS to her feet::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks down the stairs with the team, wondering if the XO's team is all right::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> CSO: Aye, Sir.  ::Sighs again:: I guess it has to do with me being a bear and all that, Sir.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Shaking off the dizziness she obtained by falling head over heels::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#Shira: I know what you mean but we'll find a way out of it.  Trust me.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Goes down the stairs::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Slips on one of the steps but is able to catch himself. Sighs and continues down the stairway as he looks from his tricorder to where they're going::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Yes, Sir, but I don't think we should try that again.  I vote to leave him here.  No one came this way anyway and we should get out of this passage.

Host SM_Darlene says:
#<TO Bailey>  ::Follows everyone down the stairwell and notices it's getting a bit narrow::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Falls into a single file line as the space starts to run out::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Pulls out phaser:: CEO: Chief, I think we need to be extra careful.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Agreed, I don't like the idea.  When he's found they’ll sound the alarm, but your right, we can't take him with us. Come on.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Twists himself to squeeze through narrow passage::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The red light above the door lights up again.  The CNS, CMO and XO are in the stairwell with the unconscious technician still lying on the stairs.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Looks back:: CTO: Aye.  ::Turns back down the stairwell and continues, albeit, a bit more cautious::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Follows the XO, stepping carefully over the lab technician::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Mutters, then quickly heads for the door to try to catch who ever comes through::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: Bailey's massive structure gets stuck between the walls of the narrow stairwell.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Silently curses the Order of Rameus for bringing them all out to this wretched planet::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Nearly laughs in this situation at Bailey's troubles::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pauses and scans a bit more intently then continues down the stairwell::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Stops due to a commotion behind him::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Looks back to see Bailey get stuck, rolls eyes::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The XO can hear voices on the other side of the door.  "Hey, where's Jaman with those tools I asked for?  Shouldn't he be back by now?"

Shira_Donno says:
#Bailey: I don't suppose you can walk sideways?

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Waits ready to pounce just inside the door, hopes CNS is ready too, in case there's more than one::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Looks back and sees that everyone’s stopped further back then heads back up the stairs:: All: What's... ::He stops in mid sentence as he sees it's Bailey, and he's apparently stuck:: Oh no.

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Talks to those behind Bailey:: All: Push!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Stops and waits for XO's signal::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Sir, I hope the doc has a hypo of Stacker 26 back on the ship.

Shira_Donno says:
#::What he could do with a tub of butter, grins at the thought and tries to help tug Bailey loose::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Hears the CTO:: Self: Push?  What?

CEO_Corjet says:
#ALL: STOP!! ::He shouts as he runs up to Bailey and holds him back::  You might bowl us over!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Bailey tries to wiggle free then gets pushed from behind by the CTO sending him tumbling down towards the CEO and the CSO.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Tries to jump aside of the rolling bear::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Gets knocked over by Bailey and tumbles toward the CEO::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Rushes after Bailey, doesn't think that he'll be too happy once he stops::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Gets knocked over by Bailey and the CSO then starts cursing in ancient Bajoran, almost yelling as they all fall down the stairs::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#All: Oops!  Sorry.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Looses his footing and begins to roll down the stairs as well::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: Bailey comes to a sudden stop as he gets stuck again after tumbling into the CEO & CSO.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Sandwiched between Bailey and CEO::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: I sense some anger coming from someone in there.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Lands with a loud "Thump!" against a mass of people blocking the stairway::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Above or below?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: Below, from this room, sort of an agitation from someone very close to the door.  Perhaps they discovered the tech is missing?

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Someone is opening the door to the lab again.  The XO’s team hears someone speak, "I'm going to see what happened to Jaman.  I'll be right back!"

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Thrown down the stairs and breaks his arm. Wants to shout out in extreme pain as it shoots through his body then curls up to try to protect his broken arm as he continues to fall down the stairs::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Feels a few ribs crack::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Hears the noise and hurries down the steps::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Waits for the door to open, then grabs the guy and flings him against the wall next to the CNS::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The lab technician is thrown against the wall but he shouts out "Intruders!" alerting the rest of the men in the weapons lab to the team’s presence in the stairwell.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Suddenly sees a man flying toward her and strikes him with the artifact then kicks him in the gut::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Finally stops against the stairs, groaning in pain.  His eyes well up in tears as he fights himself from crying then reaches around with his left arm to unlatch his pack, trying to access his med kit::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Regains his bearing and rushes down the stairs again after his pinball-like away team:

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Gives the guy a good right cross, then turns back towards the room to see what everybody else is doing::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Bends down to quickly search the lab technician for a weapon::  XO: I'm afraid there is no weapon on him but they heard his cry, I'm sure.  Let’s get out of here!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The door to the weapons lab is thrown wide open and several men come rushing out into the stairwell and attack the XO, CMO & CNS.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: RUN! ::Tries to hold the men back in the narrow staircase to give the CNS a chance to escape::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Struggling a little but not much::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The men overpower the XO, CMO and CNS taking them captive.  They drag them into the lab, tie them up and put them against a wall.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Groans in pain as he feels the area that's broken then is slightly, momentarily happy that it's a clean break and not a fractured one.  Lays the med kit in front of himself and pulls out the bone knitter. He doesn't notice anyone else as he's too focused upon fixing himself::

CSO_Taliza says:
#Bailey: Get off me you big oaf! ::Feels more ribs start to crack::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Wonders how many times he can be tied up in one Away mission::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: Bailey wiggles free of the walls but can't move because he is blocked in front by the CEO, CSO and Shira Donno and in back by the CTO and Thomson.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Just glad she was not sedated this time and can sit up against the wall::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CTO: Sir, could you step back?  I'm being crushed here!!!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Drops the bone knitter and quickly grabs a hypospray setting it for a mild pain reliever and injects himself then uses his left arm to put everything back in the pack.  Looks around for his tricorder and phaser, but doesn't see them then looks up the stairs to see Bailey.  He talks softly, trying to hide the fact that he's in pain:: Bailey: You okay?

Shira_Donno says:
#::Stops near the rest of the team, back up and waits for them to collect themselves, wonders why anyway would build such a tiny hallway::

Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk FCO> Admiral: Sensors are picking up the Erie, approximately one-half light year from our position.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Stuck between Bailey and a wall::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Stands from the command chair:: Seahawk FCO: Alter course.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Walks down and begins to tug the away team apart::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Gets up and swings his pack around his left shoulder then walks up to Bailey and sees the CSO:: CSO: You okay, Cal? ::Swings his pack off his shoulder and lays it on the steps, clearly nursing his right arm::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ Lab Technician 3: Hey, you!

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#CSO: Sorry.  ::Steps back::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::In agony:: CEO: MY RIBS!!!!

Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk FCO> Admiral: Aye, Sir, altering course.  ::Taps the helm controls and turns the Seahawk towards the Erie's location::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Sees the CEO and sighs:: CEO: I'm fine.  ::Looks over to the CSO:: He's not. Neither are you, Sir.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Looks at lab technician as he reacts to XO::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Would not want Bailey's furry bottom to land on him.  Finishes helping the team to their feet::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The lab technician ignores the XO.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pulls the hypospray out of his pack then sets it for another dose of mild pain killer for the CSO:: CSO: This is for the pain. ::Injects him::  Do you know what's wrong? ::Looks over at the others, whom he can barely see, but does hear them::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@Lab Technician 3: Hey, you!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ Lab Technician 3: Hey, Just fair warning, when I don't check back with my ship, they will level this entire structure. Think about it.

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: It feels like my ribs are broken.

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Manages to squeeze in between the CEO and the wall to let the CEO have access to the CSO.  Looks back as he feels very sorry for all this, then turns around, looking down the stairs and stands guard::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Wiggles around a little::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Reaches over to the CSO's ribs and watches his reactions as he lightly, gingerly feels them:: CSO: Okay, just a few more minutes. ::Reaches into the med kit and pulls out the bone knitter::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Lab Technician 3: Hey! They will destroy this place rather than let that weapon fall into the hands of the Federation.

CSO_Taliza says:
#All: Okay, whose bright idea was to push Bailey?

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Lab Technician 3>  ::Looks over at the XO and CNS sitting on the ground:: XO: Stay quiet or I will put you out.  The guards are on their way to take you out of here.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Starts to laugh then cringes in pain and turns off the bone knitter:: CSO: Doesn't matter.  ::Laughs a moment then cringes again, nursing his right arm:: We need to finish our task.  ::Closes up the med kit:: There.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Lab Technician 3: You do know the Federation is on their way to take that weapon from you?  You can wait for them to do that or you can deal with me and my group.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The door to the lab opens and two guys carrying Jaman enter.

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Momentarily looks back then quickly looks back down the stairs and continues to stand guard::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Thanks, let's find the exec's team.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Lab Technician 3: Scan me, I'm Romulan not Bajoran.  Who do you think I work for?

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Looks back up the stairs:: CTO: You'll have to lead, Commander.  ::Holds his right arm:: It's broken.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Lab Technician 3> XO: No matter.  The weapon will be fully functional in less than two hours.  The Federation won't stand a chance against this thing.  ::Looks up admiring the huge weapon::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#::Nods toward the CEO and accepts the mantle of responsibility::  All: Let's go people.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Lab Technician 3: Fool, there’s a Federation ship in system already but I can help.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Frowns as he cringes a bit again:: CTO: We'll take rear. ::Helps the CSO up::

Shira_Donno says:
#::Hears the CTO and begins to move down the stairs::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Lab Technician 3> XO: We already know about your ship.  Our forces are on their way to deal with them.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ Lab Technician 3: And just how will you deal with a cloaked warbird? You couldn’t find it unless it was too late.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Sets there, a little perturbed at the technician because he is being so arrogant::

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Looks to the CTO nods:: CTO: All clear so far.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@<Lab Technician 3> XO: I've had just about enough from you two.  ::Motions for one of the lab technicians to put gags on the XO, CMO & CNS.

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#Bailey: Good job, Bailey.

CEO_Corjet says:
#<TO Bailey> ::Nods with a frown::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: How much farther?

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Lab Technician 3: When I fail to report to my ship, it will destroy this place rather than let the Feddies take the weapon.  We could help you.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The lab technician gags the XO's away team.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Swings his pack up around his right shoulder with a deep cringe, almost to the ground then uses it to hold his right arm in a makeshift sling:: CSO: Not sure, shouldn't be much further than say 100 meters or so.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Glances at Alana and shrugs as if to say, I tried::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: We should be able to smell them.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Tried to communicate with them through telepathy::

CTO_Danfro_Lyle says:
#All: Okay, everyone proceed with caution.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Hopes that they find the XO's away team at the bottom of the stairs, waiting for them::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Steals himself up and quickly walks down the stairs with the rest of the team. He giggles a bit:: CSO: At least Bailey should be able to.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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